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In this paper, we investigate subgroups of a given ﬁnite group
which are not contained in any intersection of two different
conjugates of another subgroup. Then we are able to provide a
characterization of Sylow p-subgroups which are T.I. sets and some
further properties of defect groups of a conjugacy class appearing
in a primitive central idempotent.
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1. Introduction
Let G be a ﬁnite group, H a subgroup of G . A subgroup M  H is called a c-intersection of H , if
there exists some g ∈ G\NG(H) such that M  H ∩ Hg . Otherwise, we call M a non-intersection of H .
Most p-subgroups which are related to the representation theory of ﬁnite groups are c-intersections
of Sylow p-subgroups, for example the defect groups and p-subgroups which can afford weights. Du-
ally non-intersection is also important since Green’s correspondence concerns those indecomposable
modules whose vertices are non-intersections.
It is easy to see that a Sylow p-subgroup P is a T.I. set if and only if all non-trivial proper sub-
groups of P are non-intersections of P . This implies that NG(Q ) NG(P ) for any non-trivial proper
subgroup Q of P . It is natural to deﬁne a weakly trivial intersection (W.T.I.) set. We call P a W.T.I. set if
CG (Q ) NG(P ) for each non-trivial proper subgroup Q of P . We started a program to ﬁnd examples
which are W.T.I. sets but not T.I. sets. Very surprisingly, W.T.I. is just T.I. for some special cases as we
will prove later on in this paper.
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B. Wang et al. / Journal of Algebra 341 (2011) 246–249 247Let e =∑β(C)Ĉ be a primitive central idempotent of FG. It is well known that each defect group
of the conjugacy class C appearing in e is contained in a defect group of e. In this paper, we show
that each defect group of the conjugacy class C appearing in e is exactly a defect group of e or a
c-intersection of a defect group of e.
Concerning our notation and terminology we refer to [5,6].
2. W.T.I. subgroups
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a ﬁnite group and H a subgroup of G. If M is a non-intersection of H, then NG(M) 
NG(H).
Proof. If NG(M) NG(H), then there is an element g ∈ NG(M)\NG(H). So H = Hg . But M  H ∩ Hg ,
so that M is not a non-intersection of H , which is a contradiction. 
By deﬁnition, H is a T.I. set if and only if every non-trivial subgroup of H is a non-intersection
of H . As an easy consequence of Lemma 2.1, we have that if a subgroup H of a ﬁnite group G is a
T.I. set then for any non-trivial subgroup L of H , NG(L)  NG(H). For a Sylow p-subgroup of G the
following result is well known.
Theorem 2.2. Let G be a ﬁnite group, P a Sylow p-subgroup of G for some prime divisor p of |G|. Then P is a
T.I. set if and only if for every non-trivial subgroup Q of P , NG(Q ) NG(P ).
We replace the condition “NG(L) NG(H)” by a weaker one to deﬁne a new class of subgroups.
Deﬁnition 2.3. Let G be a ﬁnite group and H  G . H is said to be a weakly trivial intersection (W.T.I.)
set of G , if for every non-trivial subgroup L of H , CG(L) NG(H).
Obviously, a T.I. subgroup must be a W.T.I. subgroup. In some special cases, we will prove that
W.T.I. is the same as T.I.
Lemma 2.4. Let G be a ﬁnite group, p a prime divisor of the order |G| of G. Assume that P  O p(G), the unique
maximal normal p-subgroup of G, is a p-subgroup of G. If P is a W.T.I. set, then P = O p(G) or O p(G) = 1.
Proof. Suppose that O p(G) = 1. Let T = O p(G)∩ Z(P ), so T = 1. Then P  CG(T ) NG(P ). Let x ∈ G .
Then T x  O p(G) P and P x  CG(T x) NG(P ). Hence L =∏x∈G P x  NG(P ) and L is a p-subgroup.
But L G , so L  O p(G). Hence P  L  O p(G) P and so P = O p(G). 
For a prime p, we say that a p-subgroup R of a ﬁnite group G is radical, if R = O p(NG(R)).
Theorem 2.5. Let P be a p-subgroup of a ﬁnite group G for some prime p. If P is a W.T.I. set, then P contains
no non-trivial radical p-subgroup of G as a proper subgroup.
Proof. Let Q = 1 be a radical p-subgroup of G with Q < P . Write T = NP (Q ) and N = NG(Q ).
We claim that T is a W.T.I. subgroup of N . Let 1 = R  T . Note that CG(R)  NG(P ). It follows that
CN (R)  NN(T ) and the claim is proved. We have 1 = O p(N) = Q  T , so by Lemma 2.4 we have
T = O p(N) = Q . But Q = T since Q < P , a contradiction. 
Let B be a p-block with a defect group D of a ﬁnite group G . If H  G , then denote by Bl(H, B)
the set of blocks of H with Brauer correspondent B . A radical p-chain σ of G is a chain Q 0 < · · · <
Qn of p-subgroups of G , with strict inclusions, such that Q 0 is radical in G and Q i+1 is a radical
p-subgroup of NG(Q 0) ∩ · · · ∩ NG(Q i) for each i with 0  i  n − 1. Let |σ | = n be the length of σ
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[4], deﬁne the p-local rank of B to be
plr(B) = max{|σ |: σ ∈R(G, B)},
where R(G, B) ⊆R(G) consists of those chains σ for which Bl(Gσ , B) = ∅. In [6], there is an induc-
tive deﬁnition of p-local rank of B , which is compatible with that in [1]. For blocks of p-local rank
one we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.6. (See [1].) Let G be a ﬁnite group, p a prime divisor of the order of G and B ∈ Bl(G) a p-block of G.
Suppose that the defect group D = δ(B) of B is not equal to O p(G). Then plr(B) = 1 if and only if D/O p(G)
is a T.I. set in G/O p(G).
We call a p-block B of G a TI defect block, if the defect group D = δ(B) of B is a T.I. set in G
(see [2]). Similarly, a p-block B of G is called a WTI defect block, if the defect group D = δ(B) of B is
a W.T.I. set in G . In fact, we will show that the set of WTI defect blocks is the same as the set of TI
defect blocks as follows.
Theorem 2.7. Let G be a ﬁnite group, p a prime divisor of the order |G| of G. Assume that B ∈ Bl(G) is a
p-block of G with the defect group D = δ(B). If B is a WTI defect block, then B is a TI defect block.
Proof. If D  G , there is nothing to prove. So we may assume that D is not normal in G . By
Lemma 2.4, we have O p(G) = 1, since D properly contains O p(G). Let σ : 1 < Q 1 < · · · < Qn be a
radical B-chain, i.e., σ ∈R(G, B). By deﬁnition, Q 1 is a radical p-subgroup of G contained in D . By
Theorem 2.5, we have Q 1 = D which implies that the p-local rank of B is one. By Lemma 2.6, D is a
T.I. set since O p(G) = 1. So we are done. 
Corollary 2.8. Let G be a ﬁnite group, p a prime divisor of the order |G| of G. Assume that P ∈ Sylp(G). Then
the three following conditions are equivalent:
(1) P is a W.T.I. set in G;
(2) P is a T.I. set in G;
(3) for any non-trivial subgroup L of P , NG(L) NG(P ).
Proof. We take B to be the principal block, then δ(B) = P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G . By Theo-
rem 2.7, we are done. 
3. Defect groups
Let F be a ﬁeld with characteristic p. Assume that F is a splitting ﬁeld of G and its subgroups.
Suppose that B is a p-block of FG with a defect group D . Let eB be the primitive central idempotent
associated with B . If S is a subset of G , then write Ŝ =∑s∈S s. Suppose that Q is a p-subgroup of G .
We denote by BrQ the Brauer homomorphism
BrQ : ZFG −→ ZFNG(Q ),
Ĉ 	−→ ̂C ∩ CG(Q ).
If CG(Q ) H  NG(Q ), then BrQ (eB) ∈ ZFH and we have a primitive idempotent decomposition
BrQ (eB) = eb1 + · · · + ebr ,
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with B relative to (Q , H).
Lemma 3.1. (See [5, Chapter V, Lemma 3.4].) Let L  M  G,b ∈ Bl(L) and suppose that bM is deﬁned. If one
of bG and (bM)G is deﬁned, then the other is also deﬁned and it holds that (bM)G = bG .
Lemma 3.2. (See [5, Chapter V, Theorem 3.5(ii)].) Let Q be a p-subgroup of G and suppose that QCG(Q ) 
M  NG(Q ). Let B ∈ Bl(G). Then {b ∈ Bl(M) | bG = B} is the set of all blocks of M associated with B.
Lemma 3.3. Let Q be a subgroup of D such that NG(Q ) NG(D). Then BrQ (eB) = BrD(eB).
Proof. By the ﬁrst main theorem of blocks, eb = BrD(eB) is a primitive central idempotent in
ZFNG(D). Let b be its corresponding block. Let BrQ (eB) = e1 + · · · + es be the primitive decompo-
sition as a sum of primitive central idempotents in ZFQCG(Q ) and let bi be the block corresponding
to ei . Then b
NG (D)
i and b
G
i are both deﬁned. By Lemma 3.2, we have b
G
i = B . So Lemma 3.1 implies
that (bNG (D)i )
G is deﬁned and (bNG (D)i )
G = B . The ﬁrst main theorem of blocks implies that b is the
unique block of FNG(D) such that bG = B . So we have bNG (D)i = b for i = 1, . . . , s. On the other hand,
if a block b′ of FQCG(Q ) satisﬁes that b′NG (D) is deﬁned and is b, then b′G is deﬁned and is B by
Lemma 3.1. Furthermore, Lemma 3.2 means that b′ must be one of b1, . . . ,bs . Thus b1, . . . ,bs are all
of the blocks of QCG(Q ) which are associated with b. Since NG(Q ) = NNG (D)(Q ) NG(D), there is a
Brauer homomorphism
BrNQ : ZFNG(D) → ZFNG(Q ).
By Lemma 3.2, we have BrNQ (eb) = e1 + · · · + es . Since D  NG(D) and δ(b) = D , by the proof on
page 495 in [3], we have eb = ∑C β(C)Ĉ , where each C has a defect group conjugate to D . This
implies eb ∈ F CG(D). Since CG(D)  CG(Q ), by deﬁnition of Brauer homomorphism, we have that
BrNQ (eb) = eb . Thus BrD(eB) = eb = BrNQ (eb) = e1 + · · · + es = BrQ (eB). 
Theorem 3.4. Let eB = ∑β(C)Ĉ . If β(C) is not zero then a defect group of C is conjugate to D or a
c-intersection of D.
Proof. It is well known that defect groups of C appearing in eB must be conjugate to a subgroup of D .
Let Q be one of the defect groups of C contained in D . If Q is a proper subgroup of D and it is not a
c-intersection of D , then it must be a non-intersection of D and NG(Q ) NG(D) by Lemma 2.1. Let
Co = C ∩ CG(Q ). If β(C)Ĉ is a nonzero term of eB , then Lemma 3.3 shows that β(C)Ĉo is a nonzero
term of BrD(eB) = BrQ (eB). So Co must appear in BrD(eB). But by the proof on page 495 in [3] only
conjugate classes with defect group D appear in BrD(eB), a contradiction. 
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